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Abstract—Ethics is defined as the discipline dealing with
what is good, what is bad and what is a moral duty and
obligation? Ethics in organization deal with behavior of people
that to an educational environment and by the body corporate
with respect to ethical issues in public interest. The main
sources of ethical behavior are values & goals. Now a day’s in
organization principle codes such as ethical code, enforcement,
and communication system are not followed well. Developing an
ethical environment is a long term process in business it is not
only a social responsibility but also an asset which have their
own return in financial and non-financial terms. Recently have
seen an increasing stress on the need tomonitor and manage
educators, and hold them to account for ethics. Learning
outcomes can be valuableif properly used, they have been
misappropriated and adoptedwidely at all levels within the
education system to facilitatethe managerial process. Theclaim
that they can be made precise by being written with aprescribed
vocabulary of special descriptors so as to serveas objective,
measurable
devices
for
monitoring
performance,is
fundamentally mistaken, and they may be damaging to
educationwhen used in this way. The people are taking buyer
and seller relationship in teacher and student role. That is the
reason it has taken the shape of teaching organization rather
than temple of olden time.
Index Terms- Ethics, Education System Human values.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Ethics refers to a system of moral principles, badness of
action and their motive and consequences. Study of ethics
involves study of good and evil, right and wrong, just and
unjust actions in any sphere or dimension.
A profession is bound by certain ethical principles and rule
of conduct which reflects its responsibility, authority, and
dignity. The professionalization of business management is
reflected in the increasing acceptance of business ethics. The
most important professional ethic is expressed by Oath of the
Greek physician, Premium nocere (“not knowingly
harm”)Which means that professional should carefully
evaluate his decision and ensure that his actions will not
produce any negative and adverse effects. In this context there
are two theories which are pertinent about the nature of
ethics.
A. The Theory of Moral Unity
Essentially advocates the principles that business action
should be judged by the general ethical society. There exists
only one ethical standard which applies to business and
non-business situation.
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B. The Theory Of Amorality,
Which argues that business can be amoral and the action of
businessman need to be guided by the general ethical
standards.
The invisible hand of the market assure that by pursuing
his own interest (merchant) frequently promotes that the
society more effectively. (Adam Smith)
II. WHY ETHICS IS IMPORTANT?
A. Organization Perspective
The main sources of ethics are religion, culture, & legal
system. Ethic corresponds to basic human needs. It is a
human trait that a man desires to be ethical; not only in his
private life but also in his business affairs where being a
mentor he knows his decision may affect the life of many
people or employee. The basic ethical need force organization
to be ethically oriented.
B. Societal perspective
Now a days more and more crime are happening, law
cannot protect society as such in a manner ethics can protect,
government, lawyer cannot do everything to protect society.
Technology develops faster than government can regulate.
People in an industry know the danger in particular
technology better then regulatory agencies, where law fails
ethics can succeed.

III. DIFFERENT WAYS FOR FOLLOWING ETHICS OR
GUIDELINES FOR FOLLOWING ETHICS
A. The Golden Rule
“Act in a way that you would expect others to act toward
you”
B. The Professional Ethic
Only take actions that would be viewed as proper by an
objective panel of your professional colleagues
C. When in doubt, don’t
If you feel uneasy about the moral or social consequences
of a decision, defer. If something inside (head, heart, guts)
feels wrong, consult with another whose moral compass and
judgement you respect and trust.
D. The Wall Street Journal Test
A good test for everyone in an organisation is to ask,
“Would I feel comfortable explaining these actions to the
general public.(Patrick E. Murphy and Gene R. Laczniak;
2006)
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E. Never Knowingly Do Harm
Called by some The Silver Rule (because it doesn’t hold
marketers to as high a standard as The Golden Rule)

B. Intuition
Leaves it to the individual concerned to sense the moral
gravity of the situation. If he or she feels that his or her
motives are good and they do not intend to hurt anyone, he or
she is taking intuitive approach to morally difficult situation

F. Slippery Slope
As necessary as it is to avoid clearly wrongful practices, it
is equally important not to engage in debatable behaviors that
over time might lead to subtle, but significant erosions in
ethical behavior.

C. Utilitarianism
Seeks to establish the moral focus not on the act or the
motives but on the consequences. If the consequences
represent a net increase in society’s happiness.

G. Parent/Child On Your Shoulder
A naïve child, your mother or the founder of your company
is comfortable with the ethical decision you’ve made? Could
you explain to them, in common sense terms, why it was a
good decision and the right thing to do? Ethical behavior goes
well beyond mere compliance with legal and regulatory
standards. “If one only aspires to a legal standard of moral
excellence, we will have missed the point. Man can do better”
(Aleksandra Solzhenitsyn,) “If the firm does not have a moral
compass point, it has the potential to contribute to the
bankruptcy of the human soul”. (C. William Pollard,)

VI. THE MODEL OF ETHICS IN EDUCATION
Education serves a moral purpose. It is a public good and
necessarily centers consideration on the individual student
not the organization. Ethical leadership requires a
consideration of the fundamental purposes of education, the
nature of schools as institutions, and the roles and
responsibilities of educational leaders (Beck & Murphy,
1994). Administration cannot ignore its moral purposes and
obligations because it cannot isolate itself from the
teaching/learning discourse despite efforts to do so
(McKerrow, 1997; Murphy, 2005; Murphy, Hawley, &
Young, 2005).
Recently, the study of ethics has been introduced into some
programs (Beck & Murphy, 1994; McCarthy, 1999). The
problem is that ethics is seen as a separate course of study or
an additive for other course content. Just as technology
cannot be confined to computer courses, ethics cannot be
viewed as idiosyncratic particular to be studied outside the
context of actual practice. It remains unclear how this recent
emphasis on ethical discourse alone will disrupt the
traditional exclusionary, unjust, administrative narrative
(Brunner, 2002; Grogan, 1996; 2000). The model of
education process identifies following key factors,

IV. DIFFERENT APPROACHES OF PEOPLE TOWARDS
ETHICS
Different people have different ways of viewing the world.
It is important to understand all of these views. Occasionally,
they are the basis for conflict between people, especially
when one group is intolerant of another's viewpoint. There
are three models below."
A. Materialistic Model
A materialist does not believe in a spiritual aspect of life.
She/he believes that the only world that exists is the physical
world and that natural laws govern all of nature's secrets. All
behaviours that have evolved have done so because of natural
selection.

A. Factor- I Nature Of The Learner
The Nature of the Learner considers three familiar
constructs in education: cognitive ability, affective ability,
and psychometrics ability. Each of these relates to specific
abilities that define the learner. Perhaps not so familiar is
conative ability and it speaks to motivation, focused interest,
and perseverance. (Herzberg, Mauser, Snyderman
(1959/2002) focus on social justice issues emerging from the
affective and conative domains is no less important than
either the cognitive or psychometrics domains. This means
that the courage and willingness to act when there is social
injustice is as important as identifying it when it occurs.

B. Spiritual Model
Under the spiritual model, life has a purpose. Every person
has a spiritual centre (soul) which is real but not material.
This centre is a person's link with God. The ultimate purpose
in life is unification with one's spiritual centre. Behaviour and
morality originate from divine law in this framework.
C. Humanistic Model:
Humanists believe that life has a purpose and that every
person has dignity and worth. They feel that an ideal world of
compassion and tolerance can be attained with man-made
moral principles. Divine laws are not necessary. Humanists
do not believe in a spiritual afterlife.

B. Factor II - The Role Of The Educator
Role of the Educator, the position of the educator as moral
stands equal to the role of facilitator. In this model, educators,
including professors and administrators, must acknowledge
the importance of teaching, of facilitating, of advocating, of
taking a stand, and of having a point of view. While there is
clear understanding of the roles teaching and even facilitating,
the necessity for serving as a moral model cannot be
underestimated. Each one of these elements, operating
together, constitutes the educator’s role. None should be
ignored in the education of administrators or the teaching
done by professors.

V. SUGGESTION FOR MAKING ETHICAL DECISION
Individual in business can take a number of steps to resolve
ethical problem.
A. Moral Idealism
Postulates that certain acts are good and other are bad.
Pursue those acts then are good and avoid the bad ones. Moral
idealism gives definite answer to ethical issues.
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C. Factor III - The Needs of Society
Needs of Society appreciates the necessity of including
both individual rights and obligations when examining social
needs. The call for equality, responsibility and responsiveness
attest to the necessity for social justice in a free, democratic,
society. If it is important to consider individual and collective
rights, it is just as important to consider the responsibilities
that accrue to them. In addition, there is a call to be
responsive to those rights and obligations within the
community, to display socially responsible behavior, to get
involved, to safeguard against elitist stratification, and to
reject all forms of authority that restrict equality. This puts
particular responsibility on both the professor and
administrator to be activists who understand their unique
institutional obligation to promote democracy, equity and
justice.
D. Factor IV-The Demands Of Knowledge
Demands of Knowledge are the most important factor. All
meaning is situated on these particular curricular frames:
empirics or scientific problem-solving knowledge, aesthetics
or exposure to and training in the arts, symbolic or logic,
mathematics, and linguistics, ethics or moral thinking,
synnoetics or personal/social knowledge and, synoptics or
philosophical and historical knowledge.Moral leadership,
which requires ethical, synnoetic, and synoptic knowledge,
has been recognized as a vital role for administrators to
perform in educational organizations. Moral leadership is at
the core of education process model.
Morality or ethics in educational administration is not the
result of sustained dialogue and mutual understanding
between teachers and administrators in the organization.
Education generally and education administration
specifically are relational and require the “will to remain in a
caring relation to the other” (Noddings, 1984,). Knowledge
production must be judged by ethical as well as
epistemological ideals. The Curricular Taxonomy for Just
and Ethical Professional Education establishes social justice,
undominated discourse important ethical educational ideals
(Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, & Tarule, 1986). Education
administration cannot ignore those ideals when constructing
its narrative.
Synnoetic or personal/social knowledge, such as
self-interest or cowardice or confidence in decision-making,
is important. Synnoetic understanding helps administrators
examine the principles they operate under and the reasons
they do what they do. Both altruistic and self-serving motives
exist in administration so students must understand the
actions and reactions of those in the organization. Synnoetics
promotes an examination of where administrators stand in
relation to the organization, to the people in it, and to
themselves. It brings to the forefront issues of accountability,
domination and dialogue and the impediments to each. It
facilitates administrators’ ability to take a point of view and
challenges their willingness to maintain it against public and
personal pressures. In other words, synnoetic knowledge
acknowledges the necessity of courage and exposes the lack
of it.
Synoptic or philosophical /historical knowledge should be

included as part of administrative core as well. This type of
knowledge is essential if one expects educational
administration students to be reflective and critical. It offers a
perspective of education and administration against which
students can assess their own practice. Without such a
perspective, students are likely to be narrowly socialized to
support the very system they must necessarily critique.
Without synoptic knowledge students do not have the tools to
pose alternatives to the traditional narrative.
VII.

CONCLUSION

The search for ethical questions opens up the discourse and
encourages voices to emerge that have been traditionally
stifled, namely parents, teachers, students, women, and
minorities. The Curricular Taxonomy for Just and Ethical
Professional Education is more dynamic than traditional
models. It allows the research and practice of academics and
practitioners to be as responsive and dynamic as the students,
teachers, and parents they serve. This is because there is an
implicit assumption that administrative practice and research
are both guided by morals and ethics. Finally, this process
exposes the necessity to make the term accountability mean
more than blameworthiness for failure to accomplish
organizational goals. It expands the idea of accountability to
include the degree of participation among those affected by
decisions. Educational administration should be viewed as a
moral enterprise and specific content areas like law, finance,
and personnel evaluation as extensions of broader moral
questions. Deciding not to think about moral questions in
education administration is itself a profoundly moral decision.
(Raywid’s 1986). So hence in a nutshell the role of ethics in
education is more pertinent for the making of stronger people
for stronger nation.
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